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connection of various functional components, such as light sources, modulators,
and detectors. The waveguide is commonly realized in fine structures of silicon
& III-V semiconductors,[4,5] LiNbO3,[6] and
polymers,[7] which guide light via total
internal reflection owing to their refractive
index differences between surroundings.
Programmable functions could be enabled
by introducing switchable waveguides to
traditional passive integrated optical circuits. The silicon photonics technology is
mature,[4,5] but the high refractive index
makes them suffer from significant insertion loss. Although LiNbO3 presents excellent electro-optical (EO) tunability,[6] the
high driven voltage restricts its EO integration. For polymer optics,[7] addressable
switching is still a formidable challenge. Therefore, exploiting
new materials and techniques for active waveguides remains an
urgent task.
The optical anisotropy of liquid crystals (LCs) is determined by the dominant direction of rod-like molecules, i.e., LC
director.[8] Due to its external-stimuli responsivity, LC becomes
a promising candidate for dynamic optics.[9,10] These years
have also witnessed an emergence on the researches of LC
involved waveguides. The first strategy is adopting LCs as tunable cladding layers. Due to the polarization dependent lightguiding characteristics, a photoelastic pressure sensor featured
by electrical switchability was formed by cladding a low-index
LC to an etched single-mode fiber.[11] Another typical example
is filling LCs into the photonic crystal fiber, bringing in a tunable bandgap. The refractive index of LCs can be tuned via both
thermal[12] and electric[13] field, leading to a switchable wavelength selection. To further improve the integration, the LC
hybrid silicon photonics is exploited. The combination of LCs
and optical channel waveguide, integrated grating and ring
resonator endows the traditional silicon optical circuits with a
reconfigurability.[14–16] Despite of few commercial devices,[17,18]
these heterogeneous configurations suffer from complicated
device fabrication and cost inefficiency. On the other hand,
the nonlinear spatial solitons in LCs can effectively operate as
voltage-controlled steering of self-localized light.[19–21] However,
the rigorous requirement of experimental conditions significantly restricts their practicability. Actually, through precisely
controlling the orientation of LCs,[9] one can arbitrarily manipulate the spatial distribution of refractive index, and thus the
propagation of light. The pioneering work about LCs-mediated

Optics, playing an ever-important role in life, is developing toward miniaturization and integration. Particularly, the field programming of integrated optics
will benefit its functionality and durability, thus is highly pursued. Here,
through precisely controlling the space-variant orientations of anisotropic
liquid crystals (LCs), various graded-index waveguides are demonstrated in a
homogeneous medium. Straight/bending waveguides and ring resonators are
fabricated via LC photopatterning. They exhibit pronounced polychromatic
light-guiding performance. Thanks to their intrinsic external-stimuli responsivity, the thermal switchability and polarization tunability are verified. By
selectively polymerizing, robust functional components and active connecting
waveguides can be realized on the same chip. It provides a practical and universal solution to programmable integrated optics, and extends the applications of microstructured soft matter even in wearable photonics.
Light-based technology is a major economic driver with potential to revolutionize the 21th century as electronics did in the
past 20th century. Its rapid advances accelerate the development
of science and technology, including information displays,
optical communications, computing, and sensing. Similar to
the roadmap of electronics, photonics moves toward miniaturization and integration to achieve enhanced functionality and
efficient power consumption.[1,2] One frontier of present electronic technology is field-programmable gate array.[3] It dynamically connects a series of separate electronic elements on a
single chip to perform certain function, thus exhibiting merits
of better security and higher durability. These superiorities
can also be expected in integrated optics by introducing above
strategy. In integrated optics, waveguide is a key enabler for the
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Via controlling the spatial orientation of LC directors, the effective refractive index (neff) can be rationally designed to support
the total internal reflection. Figure 1 illustrates an LC bending
waveguide, whose local director distribution follows the guidance of the photoalignment agent. The directors change
gradually along y axis and maintain the same along z axis.
Consequently, for x incident light with y polarization, neff varies
from extraordinary (ne, core) to ordinary (no, edge) refractive
index continuously, following[8]
neff =

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the LC waveguide. a) Schematic of the
LC director distribution of a bending waveguide with the incident polarization along y axis. Pol., polarization. b) 3D configuration of the LC film
on a silica substrate. SD1, photoalignment agent.

step-index straight waveguide[22] supplies a promising strategy.
Unfortunately, it just exploits only a glimpse of opportunities
that LCs can offer in this booming topic. Further introducing
extra-field stimuli, it may supply a practical platform for programmable integrated optics with a homogeneous medium.
In this work, versatile graded-index waveguides are realized
through presetting the in-plane variant LC directors. Straight/
bending waveguides and ring resonators are demonstrated via a
photopatterning technique, and their performances match well
with simulations. The dynamic switch of above waveguides is
verified by thermal and polarization control. Achievement of
these active waveguides in a homogeneous anisotropic medium
makes the programmable integrated optics possible. In addition, photopolymerization further endows the LC circuit with
excellent mechanical flexibility.
Thanks to the optical anisotropy, LC can be considered as
a uniaxial crystal with optical axis following its local director.

nen o
ne2 sin 2 α + n o2 cos2 α

(1)

where α represents the angle between the polarization direction and the local director. While for z polarization, neff keeps
no everywhere, thus the light guiding effect vanishes. This indicates that such waveguides are polarization sensitive.
We employ the photoalignment technology to imprint
the desired space-variant refractive indices into LC director
orientations. Photoalignment is very powerful for the ultrahigh-resolution and high-quality multidomain alignment
of various LCs.[23–27] A polarization-sensitive sulfonic azodye SD1 was used as the photoalignment agent,[28,29] whose
chemical structure is revealed in the inset of Figure 2a and
absorption spectra in Figure S1b (Supporting Information).
Under UV exposure, the molecules of SD1 tend to reorient
their absorption oscillators perpendicular to the illuminating
polarization. A multistep partly-overlapping exposure was
performed with a dynamic photopatterning system.[9,30] After
spin-coated onto the photopatterned substrate, the LCs follow
the guidance of SD1 layer and form the designed configuration. The LC precursor, i.e., reactive mesogen mixture, can
be further photopolymerized into a self-standing flexible film,
whose process is vividly presented in Figure 2a. Figure 2b
shows the optical setup for the light coupling and observation
of the fabricated LC waveguide. Light is efficiently coupled
into the waveguide through an optical fiber taper mounted on
a 3D moving stage. A polarization controller and a hot stage

Figure 2. Fabrication process of the LC waveguide and the characterization setup. a) Sequential fabrication procedures of the LC waveguide. Insets:
the molecule structure of SD1 (orange); the photopolymerization of UCL-017 (purple). b) The optical setup for light coupling and observation of the
LC waveguide. CCD, charge-coupled device.
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Figure 3. LC straight waveguide. a,b) Micrographs of the straight waveguide under a polarized optical microscope. The polarizer and analyzer are
indicated by double-ended arrows, and scale bars indicate 50 µm. c) A top view of the designed LC director distribution. k, the wave vector; Pol., polarization. d) The dependence of neff on the waveguide width. e) Simulations of the light propagation in the straight waveguide at different wavelengths.
Color bar represents the relative intensity of the optical field. f) Experimental images of the straight waveguide at different wavelengths. The arrows
indicate the incident direction, and scale bars indicate 100 µm. g) The normalized intensity decay dependent on the propagation distance. The colored
dots show the experimental results, while the solid curves show respective fittings.

are used to alternate incident polarization and temperature,
respectively.
Figure 3a,b exhibits the micrographs of an LC straight waveguide under crossed polarizers. The continuous change of the
brightness is consistent with the continuous varying of the LC
director as shown in Figure 3c. The width of the core region
and each graded-index cladding region are 5 µm, respectively.
For y polarization, the dependency of neff on the waveguide
width is depicted in Figure 3d. neff maintains ne inside the core
and gradually decreases to no in the graded-index cladding. Two
extra uniform alignment regions (no) are preset outside the
cladding to eliminate the scattering loss of random nematic
domains. Simulations in Figure 3e indicate that the polychromatic light is well-confined in the waveguide.
In our tests, the angle and position of the fiber taper are
carefully adjusted to reach the largest coupling efficiency,
meanwhile, y polarization is preset to minimize the transmission loss. Figure 3f vividly verifies that different color light is
well guided and mainly confined within the preset waveguide
regions. The normalized intensity variations along with the
propagation distance for different wavelengths are depicted
in Figure 3g. Generally, the light intensity decreases exponentially as I(x) = I0 × e−2βx, where I0 is the initial intensity, x is
the propagation distance, and β is the loss coefficient. Accordingly, exponential fittings are carried out and the calculated
propagation losses are 1.68, 2.33, and 11.7 dB mm−1 for λ = 671,
532, and 473 nm, respectively. The propagation loss is mainly
attributed to the intrinsic scattering of the LC, which is theoretically proportional to λ−4.[31] As vividly revealed in Figure S1
(Supporting Information), for long wavelength range, the experimental results match well with the theoretical tendency. While,
a distinct deviation is observed for the blue light, which can
be induced by the extra absorption of the SD1 photoalignment
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layer. The better performance at longer wavelength may satisfy
the requirements of proof-of-principle concept demonstration
for integrated optics.
An integrated optical circuit is composed of separate optical
elements with distinguished functions. Most of them work
on the basis of the manipulation of light propagation, which
can be simply considered as certain deformations of a straight
waveguide. Herein, we take the bending waveguide and the
ring resonator as instances. Figure 4a presents the designed
director distribution of an LC bending waveguide. In the
bending region, the director varies linearly with the azimuthal
angle. The outer radius is 200 µm, and the total width of the
waveguide is 15 µm with the same structure as the previous
straight waveguide. Figure 4b exhibits the obtained bending
waveguide. A central defect is observed due to the azimuthally
variant alignment. Figure 4c shows that the light is well guided
and propagates along the 180° bending waveguide, consistent
with the simulation (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
The bending waveguide suits for beam deflection, while ring
resonator confines light to a small volume by resonant recirculation, and plays a vital role in minimized filter, isolator, and
laser.[32–34] We fabricate an LC ring resonator (Figure 4e) via precisely controlling LC directors (Figure 4d). It is composed of a
straight waveguide and a circular ring with the nearest distance
of ≈0.5 µm. Figure 4f exhibits that the input green light is efficiently coupled into the ring, and the track of coupling process
can be obviously observed. Thanks to the powerful capabilities
of the photopatterning technology, more functional waveguides,
such as directional coupler and Mach–Zehnder interferometer,
can be reasonably expected.
Further exploring the external-field-stimuli responsivity
of LCs may make the active optical waveguide possible. For
thermotropic LC, raising the temperature above the clearing
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Figure 4. a,d) The designed LC director distributions of the bending waveguide and the ring resonator, respectively. The color variation from blue to
yellow indicates the LC director varying from 0° to 180°. b,e) Micrographs under crossed polarizers of the LC bending waveguide and the ring resonator,
respectively. The polarizer and analyzer are indicated by double-ended arrows. c,f) Experimental images of the LC bending waveguide and the ring
resonator at 671 and 532 nm, respectively. All scale bars indicate 100 µm.

point makes the material optical isotropic,[8] thus the light
guiding effect vanishes. The intensity difference between
23 and 58 °C (Figure 5a) verifies the thermal switchability
of the straight waveguide. All data are collected in the same
waveguide at 671 nm. Thanks to the good thermal stability of
SD1, no obvious intensity decay is observed even after tens of
thermal-switching cycles, indicating a reliable, reversible, and
repeatable control. Corresponding response time is limited to
second scale, which is mainly affected by the thermal conductivity of the LC waveguide and the temperature varying speed
of the temperature controller. As pervious prediction, this kind
of anisotropic waveguide is polarization dependent. Figure 5b
shows the dependency of relative intensity on incident polarization direction (θ, defined as the angle between the polarization direction and y axis). The guided light gradually decays and
finally breaks down with the polarization rotating from y to z
axis (see experimental images in Figure S3, Supporting Information). Experimental results match well with the simulation
depicted as the gray solid curve. Besides heat and polarization, such LC waveguide could also be tuned by other stimuli,
including electric and optical field.[35–37]
For programmable integrated optics, functions of components are fixed and only connections among them should be
dynamic. To enhance the robustness of these optical components, we further polymerize the LC precursors. Under UV
exposure, the LC precursors crosslink and form LC polymer
(LCP). After polymerization, the original director distribution
is maintained, while the film becomes self-standing and flexible. We transfer the film from the rigid silica to an optically
clear adhesive (OCA, 8173D, 3M, USA) film, thus a flexible LC
waveguide is obtained. The fabrication process is schematically presented in Figure 5c. A rolled LCP optical circuit with
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waveguide structures in different sizes is shown in Figure 5d.
Its thermal stability is drastically improved. Here, we take a
straight waveguide with a rolled radius of 5 mm as an example.
A series of micrographs are captured at different focal planes
(Figure 5e). In this case, light still propagates inside the waveguide in spite of an extra rolling loss of 1.55 dB mm−1. Besides
repeatable bending, deformations of twisting and stretching
are also affordable to such LC waveguides, liberating a full flexibility. By means of patterned UV exposing a same chip, we can
selectively polymerize the functional components and leave the
connection waveguides active. This makes the programmable
integrated optics achievable.
In conclusion, we propose a strategy for graded-index waveguide through precisely controlling the space-variant director
distribution of LCs. Straight/bending waveguides and ring
resonators are demonstrated with high performance, excellent external field and polarization tunability, and mechanical
flexibility. The convenient photopatterning process facilitates
their arbitrary design and diverse functionality. Although the
proof-of-principle LC waveguides here are multimode, the
single-mode one can be rationally anticipated with advanced
photopatterning technique of ultrahigh spatial resolution.[38]
This homogeneous medium supplies a simple and practical
platform for dynamically connecting separate functional
components with active waveguides, making programmable
integrated optics available. In addition to traditional rod-like
LCs, various 2D LCs[39–41] can also be introduced, which may
bring additional degrees of freedom for manipulation. Especially, the orientation dependent transmittance and reflection
would facilitate the attenuation and switch of the LC circuits.
By further adopting versatile functional materials,[42,43] light
source and detector could be integrated on the same chip.
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Figure 5. Switchable and flexible LC waveguide. a) Thermal switchability. Insets: images at 23 and 58 °C. Scale bar indicates 100 µm. b) Dependency of
relative intensity on incident polarization direction (θ). c) The transfer process of the LCP waveguide onto an OCA film. d) The photograph of a rolled
LCP optical circuit and its cross-sectional schematic. e) Experimental images at different focal planes of a rolled waveguide.

This work extends the fundamental understanding of ordered
soft matters and is a solid step forward fantastic photonic
applications.

Experimental Section
Sample Fabrication: Silica substrates (1.5 × 2 cm2) were
ultrasonically bathed, UV-Ozone cleaned, and then spin-coated with
the photoalignment agent SD1 (0.3 wt%, DIC, Japan) dissolved in
dimethylformamide. The SD1 layer was cured at 100 °C for 10 min to
remove the solvent. The sample was then placed at the image plane of
a digital microlithography system to accomplish the multistep partlyoverlapping exposure process. After the designed orientation recorded,
the LC reactive mesogen mixture (50 wt% in methylbenzene, UCL017,
DIC, Japan) was spin-coated onto the SD1 layer. The film was heated
at 80 °C for residual solvent evaporation and gradually cooled to room
temperature. The resultant LC film is ≈2 µm in thickness. The UV
polymerization was performed under a light emitting diode (365 nm,
13 mW cm−2) for 2 min.
Numerical Simulation: COMSOL Multiphysics were used on the basis
of the finite-element method. The outer boundaries of the graded-index
waveguide were simply treated as the scattering boundary condition
and the refractive index of anisotropic LC material was expressed by a
matrix. For bending waveguide, the refractive index of bending region
was expressed in cylindrical coordinates.
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Characterizations: The micrographs of LC waveguides were recorded
under the transmissive mode of a polarized optical microscope (Nikon
50i, Japan). The optical fiber taper was drawn from a standard optical
single-mode fiber (SMF-28, Corning, USA) using a laser-heated drawing
technique. The light guiding behavior of the LC waveguide was recorded
through an objective lens in a microscope (Axio Imager A2m, Zeiss,
Germany) and captured by a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera
(AxioCam MRc 5, Zeiss, Germany).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or
from the author.
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